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Huh?Missing critical 
information

Too long to sort 
through lists

Impossible to 
see connections

Money wasted
researching previously 

known info
Trends remain 

hidden

Problems with Traditional Methods



Quertle’s Biomedical Artificial Intelligence (BioAI™)

Machine Learning

Factor AnalysisNeural Networks

Natural Language

Pattern Matching
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Comprehensive 
& precise

results

Rapid
understanding

Hidden 
connections 

unveiled

More productive 
research programs

Trends 
Discovered
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A New Dawn: Qinsight™

Insight!



“NO” is automatically recognized as being “nitric oxide”

20% of the literature about this medically important signaling 
molecule uses only “NO”, so searches for “nitric oxide” on sites 
like PubMed miss potentially critical documents



To find a connection between NO and disease, searching for 
“disease” or its synonyms would not be productive.

“$Diseases” means search for the concept of disease (i.e., actual 
disease names) without cluttering the results with non-specific 
hits that match “disease”, etc.



The new technologies ensure that the author says there is a 
meaningful connection among your search terms (RELEVANCE)



Qinsight™ covers ~40 million documents:
~30 thousand biomedical/biological journals
Patent grants and applications
NIH grant applications
TOXLINE
AHRQ Treatment Protocols
HS Talk Seminars
News articles
and more

with full-text searching for >10 million documents



The Artificial Intelligence enables distinction between “positive” 
connections among your search terms and “negative” 
connections

The Negative Statement filter helps you understand the nature 
of the connections



Artificial Intelligence is used to 
determine the Key Concepts that tie 
your query to the results documents 
(much more specific than simply what 
other terms exist anywhere in the 
results).

In the $Diseases section is an answer to 
the question “what diseases are 
connected to NO”.





Quertle® Concept Cloud

Summarize how the result documents 
are related to your query 

Concept size is the relative importance

Interactive visualization selects the 
corresponding documents
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Quertle® Concept Trends

Uncover trends related to your query 

Spiral clustering puts similar concept 
types together

Concept size is the relative importance

Red border indicates increasing trend, 
Blue border indicates decreasing trend

Interactive visualization selects the 
underlying documents
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A second example search to find genes that may be involved in 
melanoma.

We use the Connections visualization to see which genes 
interact in that process.



Quertle® Concept Connections

Discover hidden connections related 
to your query 

Multiple orderings to emphasize 
different aspects

Color intensity indicates significance of 
the connection

Interactive visualization selects the 
documents where two concept are 
connected
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And More
Integration into your workflows
 Data export
 Information sharing
 Connect to your holdings
 Use our API

Security
 SSL
 Full-encryption of 

saved information

Custom solutions
 Your content
 Custom analytics
 AI optimized for your interests
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We call it Qinsight™ for a reason!

• Unparalleled discovery using artificial intelligence

• Superior visual analytics based on actual text meaning 

• Unmatched insight 

Want more information?  A demonstration?  A free trial? 

Visit
www.Quertle.com

or Write to us at
info@Quertle.com


